This paper describes the use of a high resolution model to investigate the effect of nonthunderstorm clouds on the global resistance and vertical current flow in the global electric circuit. It demonstrates effectively that vertical current flow is significantly perturbed around clouds, and model calculations demonstrate that current flow is reduced beneath clouds, consistent with the few existing observations. The cloud parametrization described may ultimately prove very useful in understanding the contribution of cloud cover to global resistance. The paper is generally well written, presents worthwhile and useful results and I would recommend publication after the following minor revisions have taken place.
This paper describes the use of a high resolution model to investigate the effect of nonthunderstorm clouds on the global resistance and vertical current flow in the global electric circuit. It demonstrates effectively that vertical current flow is significantly perturbed around clouds, and model calculations demonstrate that current flow is reduced beneath clouds, consistent with the few existing observations. The cloud parametrization described may ultimately prove very useful in understanding the contribution of cloud cover to global resistance. The paper is generally well written, presents worthwhile and useful results and I would recommend publication after the following minor revisions have taken place. P9836, lines 107: This is a particularly interesting observation given that large areas of the world's oceans are covered by broken cumulus/stratocumulus clouds, which are often very close together. It is worth mentioning this in the discussion.
Although clouds which are horizontally close together are considered in figure 8, can the authors say what happens in the situation in which multiple cloud layers exist (vertically separated). For example it is very common to have a layer of stratocumulus beneath a layer of cirrus -is the current reduction beneath the cloud layers simply a superposition of the individual cloud layers or does coupling exist. This is something that should be included in the discussion section.
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